where cell P is the pressure inside the detection cell, D is a collective term for pressure-10 independent variables (laser power, OH absorption cross-section, laser linewidth, physical 11 overlap of laser and gas beams, solid angle of fluorescence collection, transmission of 12 collection optics, quantum yield of the channel photomultiplier tube), OH T is the transmission 13 of OH through the inlet and pre-detection assembly, f  is the OH fluorescence quantum 14 yield, gate f is the fraction of the total OH fluorescence detected within the photon counter 15 where  is the fluorescence lifetime of the OH in the absence of quenchers (= 688 ns) 26 (German, 1975) , and therefore gate f and f  , for any ambient water vapour 45 concentration which was measured on the aircraft. Since C OH is directly proportional to the 46 product of gate f and f  , a correction factor can be applied to C OH as follows: 47 Table S1 . The range of ambient water vapour concentrations exceeds the range that 54 can be reliably achieved during a calibration. For this reason, theoretical water-dependent 55 sensitivities were calculated for the RONOCO and SeptEx data, using the ambient water 56 vapour concentration, the ambient pressure, and the detection cell pressure measured during 57 the flights, to adjust the sensitivities measured during the calibrations that followed each 58 measurement campaign. 59
Effects of pressure on sensitivity

60
The pressure inside the detection cell, P cell , changes with external pressure during aircraft 61 FAGE measurements. The internal pressure affects a number of parameters in Eq. (6) [OH] / 10 8 molecule cm -3
